Elysium Cruise Residence® and our exclusive Elysium Wellness Lifestyle™
What is Wellness?
Wellness is the act of practicing healthy habits on a daily basis to attain better physical and
mental health outcomes, so that instead of just surviving, you’re thriving.
To understand the significance of wellness, it’s important to understand how it's linked to
health. According to the World Health Organization (WHO), health is defined as being “a state
of complete physical, mental and social well-being and not merely the absence of disease or
infirmity.”
Several key areas of your lifestyle are considered dimensions of overall Wellness. They include:
social connectedness, exercise, nutrition, sleep, and mindfulness. Each one has an impact on
your physical and mental health. By making simple and healthy choices on a daily basis, you will
be well on your way towards reducing stress, having positive social interactions, and achieving
optimal wellness.
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lifestyle

or life style, life-style
[ lahyf-stahyl ]

SHOW IPA

SEE SYNONYMS FOR lifestyle ON THESAURUS.COM

noun
the habits, attitudes, tastes, moral standards, economic level, etc., that together
constitute the mode of living of an individual or group.
The Elysium Wellness Lifestyle™ is a natural evolution from the Elysium Cruise Residence®
platform. The key is the unique sea-based residence platform that immerses the full-time
residents, and staff, in the therapeutic and revitalising ‘blue space’ - a phenomenon heavily
documented by numerous scientific journals and anecdotal evidence of recent years.
Numerous historical anecdotal stories indicated that being by the sea, or next to water fronts,
improved the mood of the human spirit. Now there is solid, respected, academic journals,
scientific evidence, supporting the reduction in peoples stress levels and improvement in their
general wellbeing and happiness. https://www.sundaypost.com/fp/blue-water-watereverywhere-and-scientists-discover-our-coast-rivers-and-lochs-make-us-fitter-and-calmerthecolour-of-happy/
Being based on an Elysium ship visiting scenic coastal ports in Australasia, harnesses ‘blue
space’ benefits of the cleanest blue seas and skies on the planet, and also the benefits of the
coastal ‘green space’ views – the combination a benefit multiplier. This is the primary advantage
Elysium has above land-locked residential platforms that physically cannot change their fixed
and limited views on the world. Elysium is unmatched in the therapeutic, positive, healing,
dynamic environ, the hourly verandah views on their world changed by the gentle harbour
breezes. Nestled between Copper skies and Turquoise seas - Safe, Secure, Serene, and
Sanctuary.
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People ask what the exclusive Elysium Wellness Lifestyle™ is. We have researched, collated,
and harnessed a plethora of proven diets, remedies, wellness strategies, social interactivities,
and engaging therapies from around the world, and from history. The evidence and science is
irrefutable, with pockets on the planet where Centenarians thrive without chronic disease or
ailments, are lively and social, continuing as contributing and valued members of their
communities – Elysium is a sea-based version of the best these longevity enclaves have to
share. We have much to follow and learn from, and contribute from our onboard resident
communities.
Here are the programmes and therapies that are interwoven into the daily life on our Elysium
ship. Participation is voluntary, optional, and encouraged – it is always their choice, a lifestyle
choice, for those willing to enhance, improve, their quality and quantity of life.
Pet companion and social interactive therapy
Our onboard ‘Cat Chat Café’ is a social meeting point for cat lovers, and home to about twenty
cats of various breeds, all chosen by the residents, from Australian or New Zealand rescue
shelters and SPCA centers. This is our contribution to saving these cats in a win-win situation for
the cats needing permanent homes, and our home needing the warmth and company of cats.
For the dog lovers onboard, residents and staff, we have ‘The Dog House Café’. A home for
fifteen rescue shelter and SPCA dogs in need of a home, care, and love. It is also the home of
four COVID Detector dogs that screen all embarking, and onboard, residents, crew, staff,
contractors, prior to boarding our Elysium ship – the especially trained ‘sniffer’ dogs have a
recorded 100% success rate in detecting COVID on symptomatic and asymptomatic hosts.
They are currently deployed in Belgium, Chile, Argentina, Brazil, the UAE, and most recently in
Australia – they form part of our strict protective defense against COVID, and future viruses.
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The resident pet population is cared for by trained staff in the cafes, and by our full-time
resident veterinarian and assistant veterinarian staff – a world first.

Additional Interactive Therapy Programmes;
Music
Dance – classic and contemporary styles taught, to certified levels. Weekend dance evenings
with our full-time cadre of female and male Dance Ambassadors.

Singing – karaoke studio onboard. Singing lessons, group sessions, choir as per the demand
and practice towards a production show. Videotaped for sharing onboard and for the record
for family ashore.
Acting
Art Expression and Development- watercolour, oil, sculpture, pencil sketching – all guided and
inspired by our rotating roster of invited resident artists that teach and conduct commissioned
pieces of artwork and portraits of residents, crew, and pets, for sale or for the ship’s permanent
art gallery onboard – a showcase for the artists’ work, talent, and for Elysium as a promotional
showcase platform.
Sport/Exercise – using state of the art gym equipment and swimming pool, with a spectacular
view location, outdoor kayak and water-based equipment, all guided and inspired by
experienced, supportive, indoor and outdoor trainers – tailored and standard programmes for
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the residents, and crew, to achieve healthy goals, and/or personal achievements and sport
related skills.

Aquarium Solace stations (10-12) spaced around the ship

‘The Shed’ – all-inclusive, creative, tactile, contemplative space to produce pieces of wood,
metal, or plastic artwork, furniture, toys, to donate to local orphanages or schools in Australia,
New Zealand, or South Pacific Island nations.

Shore Excursions
Interactive visits to local Vineyards, Cheese factories, Craft Beer Breweries, authentic and
exclusive tourist attraction tours guided by local iwi guides. All transported via our Elysium
Classic Car fleet vehicles from the 1950’s
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The Elysium Cruise Residence® business model and initiative fundamentally supports local
SMEs in New Zealand, Australia, and the South Pacific Island nations. We found that
international marketing and reaching the global market is expensive and impenetrable for
SMEs, the reach and exposure uncertain, and customer results without guaranteed. We feel our
platform can help introduce our HNWIs to local homegrown, high-end, world class, bespoke
products, services, and genuine, authentic experiences at unique and remote tourist attractions
in the region.
Giving back and sharing, enhancing local communities and businesses, taking them to the
World, is one of our greatest privileges.

Elysium Cruise Residence® and exclusive Elysium Wellness Lifestyle™

“ Adding Life to Their Years, and Years to Their Lives”
~ André

Sidler ~ Founder and CEO
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